Embodied agents or humanoid avatars may effectively be used to communicate with human users. Currently there is a wide range of specification formalisms and scripting languages for embodied agents, many of which are of a somewhat ad hoc nature lacking clear semantics. In this paper, we discuss the implementation of a scripting language for humanoid avatars in VRML/X3D-based environments. The scripting language STEP is based on dynamic logic, which provides a clear semantics for complex behavioral patterns. Moreover, the implementation of STEP is realized in a platform that extends VRML/X3D with distributed logic programming (DLP), which provides the computational support necessary to realize such complex behavioral patterns as well as the interaction with a (rich media) 3D environment. As an application example, we will discuss the development of an instructional VR for Tai Chi (the Chinese art of movement), illustrating how our approach allows for the creation of reusable libraries of behavioral patterns. We will discuss some implementation issues, in particular how to realize parallel actions and synchronization within an environment.
Introduction
Embodied agents or humanoid avatars may effectively be used to communicate with human users, for example in instructional VR. In recent years there has been a growing interest in embodied agents, in particular embodied conversational agents (ECA), either in the form of animated humanoid avatars or, more simply, as a 'talking head' [Carolis et al. 2002; Gratch et al. 2002; Heylen et al. 2001; Poggi et al. 2000 ]. An interesting example is provided by Signing Avatar 1 , a system that allows for translating arbitrary text in both spoken language and sign language for the deaf, presented by animated humanoid avatars. Here the use of animated avatars is essential to communicate with a particular group of users, using the sign language for the deaf.
The use of embodied agents may be observed in virtual environments such as Active Worlds 2 , Blaxxun Community 3 and Adobe Atmosphere 4 . Despite the rich literary background of such environments, the functionality of such agents is usually rather shallow, due to the poor repertoire of gestures and movements on the one hand and the restricted computational model underlying these agents on the other hand. In effect, the definition of agent avatars in virtual environments generally relies on a proprietary scripting language which, as in the case of Blaxxun Agents, offers only limited pattern matching and a fixed repertoire of built-in actions.
In contrast, the scripting language for Signing Avatar is based on the H-Anim 5 standard and allows for a precise definition of a complex repertoire of gestures, as exemplified by the sign language for the deaf. Nevertheless, also this scripting language is of a proprietary nature and does not allow for higher-order abstractions of semantically meaningful behavior.
In this paper, we discuss the implementation of a scripting language for humanoid avatars in VRML/X3D-based environments [Huang et al. 2002c] . The scripting language STEP is based on dynamic logic [Harel 1984 ], which provides a clear semantics for complex behavioral patterns. The implementation of STEP is realized in a platform that extends VRML/X3D with the distributed logic programming language DLP [Eliëns 1992 ], which provides the computational support necessary to realize such complex behavioral patterns as well as the interaction with (rich media) 3D environments [Huang et al. 2001; Huang et al. 2002a] .
In this paper, we will give a brief characterization of the DLPbased platform and a description of the STEP scripting language. We will discuss several examples of STEP. As an application example, we will also discuss the development of an instructional VR for Tai Chi, illustrating how our approach allows for the creation of reusable libraries of behavioral patterns.
Furthermore, we will discuss some implementation issues, in particular how to realize parallel actions and synchronization in 3D environments. We will also briefly discuss XSTEP, an XMLencoding for STEP and indicate issues of future research.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we will outline the requirements for a rich media software platform supporting embodied agents and the platform based on DLP and VRML/X3D. Then, in Section 3, we will give an overview of the scripting language STEP and discuss several examples of STEP. In Section 4, we will introduce the XML-encoding of STEP. In Sec-tion 5 we will discuss implementation issues of STEP. In Section 6, we will compare STEP with other related work. Finally, in Section 7, we will give some conclusions and indications for future work.
Embodied Agents and the Platform

Requirements
There is a wide range of presentation platforms for embodied agents. On one end of the spectrum we have digitized video, as for example in the early versions of the Ananova 6 newsreader. On the other end of the spectrum we have rich media real-time 3D platforms, as in the aforementioned virtual environments. For both type of systems, advanced authoring tools may be used to create content. In addition, however, for the latter type of systems also declarative means of modeling may be used as well as a programmatic interface to create dynamic content.
Based on our experiences, which are reported in , we have a clear preference for web-based real-time 3D environments with a strong programmatic interface. In other words, this excludes systems that rely on offline rendering, but also systems that rely on the native graphics of a particular machine. Also, we rather program the dynamic behavior than create such behavior using advanced authoring tools. However, our approach allows for easily incorporating content produced by these tools. Our requirements with respect to a platform supporting such environments may be summarized as follows.
• declarative language -for knowledge representation
• multiple threads of control -for multiple autonomous agents and shared objects
• web3D support -for 3D virtual environment and visualization
• distributed communication -networking capabilities
As indicated in , an environment meeting these requirements may be used to create agent-based multi-user virtual environments. We have a definite preference for a logicbased declarative language that provides direct support for intelligent agents. As we have shown in [Huang et al. 2002a] , both autonomous agents and shared objects may be realized using agenttechnology. Furthermore, the platform must provide sufficient networking capabilities, so that changes to shared objects in a distributed world can be propagated among multiple users. As a remark, in our platform we have used the X3D/VRML External Authoring Interface (EAI) to control the 3D environments programmatically.
The DLP+X3D platform
In [Huang et al. 2002a ], a platform for virtual environments based on agent technology has been described. In effect, the platform is the result of merging VRML with the distributed logic programming language DLP, using the VRML External Authoring Interface. This approach allows for a clear separation of concerns, modeling 3D content on the one hand and determining the dynamic behavior on the other hand. As a remark, recently X3D has been adopted as the 3D format. The VRML profile of X3D 7 is an XML encoding of VRML97.
Distributed logic programming [Eliëns 1992 ] combines logic programming, object oriented programming and parallelism. The use of DLP as a language for the implementation of VRML / X3D embodied conversational agents is motivated by the following language characteristics: object-oriented Prolog and VRML EAI extensions. DLP incorporates object-oriented programming concepts, which make it a useful tool for programming. Moreover, DLP accepts the syntax and semantics of logic programming languages like Prolog. It is a high-level declarative language, suitable for the construction of distributed software architectures in the domain of artificial intelligence. In particular, it's a flexible language for rulebased knowledge representation [Eliëns 2000] .
In DLP, an object is designed as a set of rules and facts, which consist of a list of formulas built from predicates and terms (variables or constants). DLP is an extensible language. Special-purpose requirements for particular application domains can easily be integrated in the existing object-oriented language framework. DLP has been extended with a run-time library for VRML EAI. DLP can be used for the development and implementation of different types of intelligent agents because it is a high level declarative language and an object-oriented development tool. In [Huang et al. 2001; Huang et al. 2002a ], we developed intelligent agents based on decisionmaking models and the BDI (belief-desire-intention) architecture. 8 3 STEP: a Scripting Language for Embodied Conversational Agents
General Considerations
Now, although a platform as described above offers powerful computational capabilities, this is clearly not enough to create embodied conversational agents with a rich repertoire of gestures, postures, facial animation, gazes, and speech. On top of this platform, a suitably expressive scripting language is needed for defining gestures and controlling the body behavior of embodied conversational agents.
In [Huang et al. 2002c ], STEP, a scripting language for embodied agents, has been proposed for humanoids based on the H-Anim 1.1 standard. The design of the scripting language was motivated by the requirements listed below.
• convenience -for non-professional authors
• compositional semantics -combining operations
• re-definability -for high-level specification of actions
• parametrization -for the adaptation of actions
• interaction -with a (virtual) environment As mentioned above, the scripting language STEP, to our belief, meets these requirements [Huang et al. 2002c] . STEP is based on dynamic logic [Harel 1984 ] and allows for arbitrary abstractions using the primitives and composition operators provided by the logic.
In dynamic logic, there is a clear distinction between an action and a state. Semantically, a state represents the properties at a particular moment, whereas an action consists of a set of state pairs, which represent a relation between two states. Thus, there are two sub-languages in dynamic logics: a sub-language for actions and a sub-language for states. The latter is called the meta language of dynamic logics. Let a be an action represented in the action sublanguage, and ψ and φ the property formulas represented in the meta language. In dynamic logics, a formula like
8 http://wasp.cs.vu.nl means that if the property ψ holds, then the property φ would hold after doing the action a. The formula above states a relation between the pre-condition ψ and the post-condition φ for the action a.
A scripting language based on the semantics of dynamic logics is well-suited for the purpose of intelligent embodied agents, because the scripting language is primarily designed for the specification of body language and speech for embodied agents [Huang et al. 2002b] . Under this framework, the specification of externaloriented communicative acts can be separated from that of internal states of embodied agents because the former involves only geometrical changes of the body objects and the natural transition of the actions, whereas the latter involves more complicated computation and reasoning. Of course, a question is: why not use the same scripting language for both external gestures and internal agent specification? Our answer is: the scripting language is designed to be a simplified, user-friendly specification language for embodied agents, whereas the formalization of intelligent agents requires a powerful specification and programming language. It's not our intention to design a scripting language with fully-functional computational facilities, like other programming languages as Java, Prolog or DLP.
A scripting language should be interoperable with a fully powered agent implementation language, but offer a rather easy way for authoring. Although communicative acts are the result of the internal reasoning of embodied agents, they have not necessarily the same expressiveness of a general programming language. However, the dynamic logic-based scripting language STEP is able to interact with mental states of embodied agents via their built-in interaction operators. 9
Reference Systems of STEP
The reference system in STEP is based on the H-anim specification. Based on the standard pose of the humanoid, we can define the direction reference system as sketched in figure 1. The direction reference system is based on these three dimensions: front vs. back which corresponds to the Z-axis, up vs. down which corresponds to the Y-axis, and left vs. right which corresponds to the X-axis. Based on these three dimensions, we can introduce a more naturallanguage-like direction reference scheme. For example, turning left-arm to 'front-up', is to turn the left-arm such that the frontend of the arm will point to the up front direction. Figure 2 shows several combinations of directions based on these three dimensions for the left-arm. The direction references for other body parts are similar.
Natural-language-like references are convenient for authors to specify scripting actions, since they do not require the author to have a detailed knowledge of reference systems in VRML/X3D. Moreover, STEP also supports the orginal VRML reference system, which is useful for experienced authors. Directions can also be specified to be a four-place tuple X,Y, Z, R , say, rotation(1, 0, 0, 1.57).
An H-anim specification contains a set of Joint nodes that are arranged to form a hierarchy. Therefore, turning body parts of humanoids implies the setting of the relevant joint's rotation. Body moving means the setting of the Humanoid to a new position. For instance, the action 'turning the left-arm forward slowly' is specified as:
turn(Agent, l_shoulder, front, slow) STEP has the same time reference system as VRML. For example, the action turning the left arm to the front in 2 seconds can be specified as:
9 http://wasp.cs.vu.nl/step 
Action Operators
Turn and move are the two main primitive actions for body movements. Turn actions specify the change of the rotations of the body parts or the whole body over time, whereas move actions specify the change of the positions of the body parts or the whole body over time. A turn action is defined as follows:
where Direction can be a natural language like direction like 'front' or a rotation value like 'rotation(1,0,0,3.14)', Duration can be a speed name like 'fast' or an explicit time specification, like 'time(2,second)'.
A move action is defined as:
where Direction can be a natural language like direction, like 'front', a position value like 'position(1,0,10)', or an increment value like 'increment(1,0,0)'.
Typical composite operators for scripting actions, based on the dynamic logic, are:
• Sequence operator 'seq': the action
denotes a composite action in which Action 1 , . . . , and Action n are executed sequentially.
• Parallel operator 'par': the action
denotes a composite action in which Action 1 , . . . , and Action n are executed simultaneously.
• non-deterministic choice operator 'choice': the action
denotes a composite action in which one of the Action 1 , . . . , and Action n is executed.
• repeat operator 'repeat': the action repeat(Action, T ) denotes a composite action in which the Action is repeated T times.
When using high-level interaction operators, scripting actions can directly interact with internal states of embodied agents or with external states of worlds. These interaction operators are based on a meta-language which is used to build embodied agents in the distributed logic programming language DLP. In the following, we use lower case Greek letters φ , ψ, χ to denote formulas in the metalanguage. Examples of several higher-level interaction operators:
• test: test(φ ), check the state φ . If φ holds then skip, otherwise backtrack.
• execution: do(φ ), make the state φ true, i.e. execute φ in the meta language.
• conditional: if then else(φ ,action 1 ,action 2 ).
• until: until(action,φ ): take action until φ holds.
In STEP, a scripting action is defined as a Prolog-like rule, for example :
script(action_name(Agent, OtherVariables), Action):-Action = ComplexAction.
The first argument of a script identifies the actual action. In addition, it specifies which agent is involved in the current activity and possibly one or more arguments to tailor the current action. The second argument defines a composite sequential or parallel action that will be processed by the STEP kernel. The action 'run' is similar to 'walk', however, with a bigger wave of the lower-arms and the lower-legs, which is shown in Figure 4a . As we can see from the figure, the left lower-arm points to the direction 'front-up' when the left upper-arm points to the direction 'front down2' during the run. Considering the hierarchies of the body parts, we should not use the primitive action turn(Agent, l elbow, f ront up, f ast) but the primitive action turn (Agent, l elbow, f ront, f ast) , for the direction of the left lowerarm should be defined relative to the default direction of its parent body part, i.e., the left arm (more exactly, the joint l shoulder). In general, this kind of re-direction doesn't cause problems for authoring, because the correct direction can be obtained by reducing the directions of its parent body parts to be the default ones. As we can see in Figure 4b , the lower-arm actually points to the direction 'front'. The action 'run pose' with its interpolations are shown in One of the advantages of the above-mentioned scripting actions combined with parametrization is that the same scripting action can be applied to different embodied agents by instantiating its variable with different names of the agents. They can be used for re-definitions of other scripting actions. For instance, an action in which the agent continues to run N steps can be defined as follows: script(run(Agent, N), Action):-Action = repeat(script_action(run_pose(Agent)),N).
Examples
The animations of walking and running based on these definitions are simplified and approximated ones. As analysed in [Faure et al. 1997; Tolani et al. 2000 ], a realistic animation of the walk motions of humans involve a lot of computations which rely on a robust simulator where forward and inverse kinematics are combined with automatic collision detection and response. We do not want to use the scripting language STEP to achieve a fully realistic animation of the walk action, because they are seldom necessary for most web applications. However, we would like to point out that there does exist the possibility to accommodate some inverse kinematics to improve realism by calling the interact operators on the computation in the meta-language. The same approach can be also used to realize retargetting motion, which is discussed in [Gleicher 1998 ], so that an animated motion from one agent can be adapted to another.
Example: Tai Chi
In this subsection, we will discuss an application example, the development of an instructional VR for Tai Chi, illustrating how our approach allows for the creation of reusable libraries of behavior patterns.
A Tai Chi exercise is a sequence of exercise stages. Each stage consists of a group of postures. These postures can be defined in terms of their body part movements. 
.. ]).
Furthermore, these scripting actions can be used to define a more complex Tai Chi exercise as follows:
When combining interaction operators like the do-operator with built-in predicates in the meta-language, the instructional actions become more attractive. Moveover, the agent names in these scripting actions are defined as variables. These variables can be instantiated with different agent names in different applications. Thus, the same scripting actions can be re-used for different humanoids for different applications. 
slow))]) ]).
This first definition is not a good solution if we consider the fact that this action is actually a co-operating action between two agents. Namely, this sort of actions should not be achieved by this kind of pre-defined actions, but by certain communicative/negotiation procedures. Hence, the scripting action should be considered as an action which involves only the agent itself but not other agents. Anything the agent needs from others can only be achieved via its communicative actions with others or wait until particular conditions are met. Therefore, the cooperating action 'moving-heavy- 
XSTEP: XML-encoding of STEP
We are developing XSTEP, an XML encoding for STEP. We use seq and par tags as found in SMIL 12 , as well as action tags with appropriate attributes for speed, direction and the involved body parts. As an example, look at the XSTEP specification of the walk action.
<action name="walk(Agent)"> <seq> <par> <turn actor="Agent" part="r_shoulder"> <dir value="back_down2"/> <speed value="fast"/> </turn> <turn actor="Agent" part="r_hip"> <dir value="front_down2"/> <speed value="fast"/> </turn> <turn actor="Agent" part="l_shoulder"> <speed value="fast"/> <dir value="front_down2"/> </turn> <turn actor="Agent" part="l_hip"> <dir value="back_down2"/> <speed value="fast"/> </turn> </par> ...... </seq> </action> Such a specification is translated into the corresponding DLP code, which is loaded with the scene it belongs to. For XSTEP we have developed an XSLT stylesheet, using the Saxon 13 package, that transforms an XSTEP specification into DLP [Huang et al. 2002d] . We plan to incorporate XML-processing capabilities in DLP, so that such specifications can be loaded dynamically.
Implementation Issues
We have implemented the scripting language STEP in the distributed logic programming language DLP. In this section, we discuss several implementation and performance issues. First we will discuss the modular architecture of STEP. Scripting actions are defined as a sequential or parallel set of actions. One of the main issues is how to implement parallel actions with a satisfying performance. Another issue is which interpolation method should be used to achieve smooth transitions from an initial state to a final state.
STEP Components
STEP is designed for multi-purpose use. It serves as an animation and action engine, which can be integrated as a component in embodied agents, or it can also be located at a controlling component in XSTEP, the XML-based markup language.
STEP consists of the following components:
• Action library: STEP action libraries are collections of scripting actions, which can be user defined or system built-in. These libraries can be modular and hierarchical.
• STEP ontology: The STEP ontology component defines the semantics of the STEP reference systems. The so-called Ontology is a description of the concepts or bodies of knowledge understood by a particular community and the relationships between those concepts. The STEP body ontological specification is based on H-anim specification. The STEP ontology component also defines the semantics of the direction reference system. For instance, the semantic interpretation of the direction 'front' can be defined in the ontology component as:
rotationParameter(_,front,rotation(1,0,0,-1.57)).
Thus, turning a body part to 'front' is equal to setting its rotation to (1, 0, 0, -1.57). A separate ontology specification component makes STEP more convenient to extend. It is also a solution to the maintenance of the interoperability of the scripting language over the Web. • STEP Kernel: The STEP kernel is the central controlling component of STEP. It translates scripting actions into executable VRML/X3D EAI commands based on the semantics of the action operators and the ontological definitions of the reference terms. The STEP kernel and the STEP ontology component are application-independent. Together, the two components are called the STEP engine.
• STEP application interface: The STEP application interface component offers the interface operators for users and applications. The scripting actions can be called by using these application interface operators. They can be java-applet-based, javascript-based, or XML-based.
The avatars of VRML/X3D-based embodied agents are displayed in a VRML/X3D browser. These embodied agents are usually designed as Java applets which are embedded in a browser. They interact with virtual environments via the VRML/X3D External Application Interface (EAI). STEP is also designed as part of the java applet, which can be called by embodied agents via the STEP interface component. The STEP components and the interface for embodied agents is shown in Figure 7 .
Parallelism and Synchronization
How to implement parallel actions with a satisfying performance is an important issue for a scripting language. A naive solution is to create a new thread for each component action of parallel actions. However, this naive solution will result in a serious performance problem, because threads will be created and terminated frequently. Our solution to handle this problem is to create a number of worker threads, which are called parallel threads. The system assigns component actions of parallel actions to one of the parallel threads by a certain scheduling procedure. We have to consider the following issues with respect to the scheduling procedure: the correctness of the scheduling procedure and its performance. The former implies that the resulting action should be semantically correct. It should be at least order-preserving. Namely, an intended late action should not be executed before an intended early action. In general, all actions should be executed in due time, in the sense that they are never executed too early or too late. In general, a set of composite sequential and parallel actions can be depicted as an execution graph; each node in a graph represents either a sequential or a parallel activity. Execution graphs indicate exactly when a particular action is invoked or when (parallel) actions synchronize. Parallel actions can be nested, i.e. a parallel action can contain other parallel activities. Therefore, synchronization always takes place relative to the parent node in the execution graph. This way, the scheduling and synchronization scheme as imposed by the execution graph preserves the relative order of actions. From a script point of view, a parallel action is finished when each of the individual activities are done. However, action resources are reclaimed and re-allocated incrementally. After synchronization of a particular activity in a parallel action construct its resources can be re-used immediately for other scripting purposes. Consider a nested parallel action which consists of several sequential and parallel sub-actions, like, par ([seq([A1, A2, A3] ), seq ([B1, par([C1,C2]) , B2]), par ([D1, seq([E1, E2] 
)])])
The corresponding scheduling and synchronization procedure is shown in Figure 8 .
Rotation Interpolation
Another implementation issue is to achieve an appropriate interpolation between the starting rotation and the ending rotation when turning objects.
Assume that an object's current rotation is
and the ending rotation of the scripting action is
In STEP, we use a so called slerp (spherical interpolation) algorithm on unit quaternions to solve this problem. Let Q s = w 0 , x 0 , y 0 , z 0 and Q e = w, x, y, z be the corresponding quaternions of the rotations R s and R e . The relation between a rotation X,Y, Z, R and a quaternion w, x, y, z is as follows:
The slerp algorithm performs a spherical linear interpolation between two quaternions Q s and Q e by an amount T ∈ [0, 1]:
where cos(Ω) = Q s · Q e = w 0 w + x 0 x + y 0 y + z 0 z. The slerp algorithm, together with a number of additional predicates, is available as a library and integrated in STEP. See [Shoemake 1985] for more background information with respect to quaternions and slerp. In order to achieve natural gestures, animation engines have to simulate the movement acceleration of body parts. That requires animation engines to be able to realize non-linear interpolations between two rotations [Kopp and Wachsmuth 2002] . STEP also allows users to introduce their own non-linear interpolations by using the enumerating type of the interpolation operator. turns the agent's left arm to the front via the interpolating points 0, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.8, 1. The interaction operator do can be used to calculate an interpolating point list for particular interpolations. In general, an enumeration is powerful enough to represent any concrete interpolation scenario.
Related Work
There is an enormous amount of research dealing with virtual environments that are in one way or another inhabited by embodied agents. By way of comparison, we will discuss a limited number of related research projects.
The scripting language STEP may be compared to the scripting facilities offered by Alice 14 , which are built on top of Python. The similarities between Alice and STEP are the use of an ontologybased reference system, that allows for indications like up, down, fast, slow, and extensibility due to an object-oriented approach. However, our approach allows for fully parallel motions and a declarative specification of actions.
Our work is close to Perlin and Goldberg's Improv system. In [Perlin and Goldberg 1996] , Perlin and Goldberg propose Improv, which is a system for scripting interactive actors in virtual worlds. The proposed scripting language in this paper is different from Perlin and Goldberg's in the following aspects: first, our scripting language is based on the H-anim specification, thus VRMLbased which is convenient for Web applications, whereas Perlin and Goldberg's Improv is not VRML-based. Secondly, we separate the scripting language from the agent architecture. Therefore, it is relatively easy for users to use the scripting language. Also, Signing Avatar has a powerful scripting language. However, we wish to state that our scripting language is based on dynamic logic, and has powerful abstraction capabilities and support for parallelism.
Parameterized Action Representation (PAR) [Badler et al. 1998 ] provides an approach to use natural language instructions for virtual agents. Similar to STEP, PAR supports the specification of complex actions for agents, like pre/post-conditions. PAR uses a special syntax and has many built-in notions. STEP is more similar with Funge's CML (Cognitive Modeling Language) [Funge 1998 ] 15 , although CML is not VRML/X3D and H-anim based. STEP shares many common operators, like sequences, test, nondeterministic choice, and conditional, with CML. CML is an implementation of complex actions within the situation calculus, an action logic based on the first order predicate logic. However, STEP is based on dynamic logics in which there is a clear distinction between a sub-language for actions and a meta-language for states. As discussed already in Section 3, such a distinction would be very useful for both development of fully-functionally intelligent agents by using a meta-language and realization of scripting actions by using a scripting language for a better performance.
XSTEP shares a number of interests with the VHML (Virtual Human Markup Language) community 16 , which is developing a suite of markup language for expressing humanoid behavior, including facial animation, body animation, speech, emotional representation, and multimedia. However, note that the VHML is not VRML/X3D based. We see the VHML activity as complementary to ours, since our research proceeds from technical feasibility, that is how we can capture the semantics of humanoid gestures and movements within our dynamic logic, which is implemented on top of DLP.
The Entertainment Technology Center at CMU develops an instructional virtual reality system for Tai Chi, based on motion capture 17 . Our approach of the instructional VR is based on the highlevel scripting language specification for virtual environments.
Concluding Remarks
Our current STEP and XSTEP languages are a starting point for researching a number of extensions of the scripting capabilities as discussed so far. Examples of extensions under consideration are :
• Speech and other multimedia modes. We are exploring textto-speech extensions of STEP and XSTEP. In these exten-sions, text can be marked-up with XML-style emotion tags. Annotated text is currently processed in several stages before it's passed to a TTS engine.
• Facial expressions and emotion models. STEP and XSTEP will be extended with facial expressions. These facial expressions, like 'angry', 'happy' and 'sad', will be based on the emotion models of embodied agents.
• Gestures. We are currently exploring the specification of manual gestures in STEP, in particular pointing, grasping and the manipulation of objects.
The goal of the mentioned extensions is to realize embodied conversational agents with more believable and intelligent interactive behaviors for applications in 3D virtual environments.
